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A B S T R A C T  
 

Earthquake is one of the natural disaster types that suddenly breaks regular human life. 

Rescue activities in disasters are one of the most critical stages of modern disaster 

management. This management stage, as mentioned earlier, includes all the activities that 
need to be done after the disaster. Search and Rescue (SAR) teams perform one of these 

most critical activities after the earthquake post-disaster period. Search and rescue teams 

that will rescue and relief after a disaster are selected according to the criteria selected. 

Location layout selection problems are NP-Hard, and obtaining hard results is in the class 
of these problems. One of these criteria is the Risk Pressure Factor (RPF) used in 

determining the priorities of the risk areas. Determining the level of risk level is very 

difficult and also these are difficult to predict. In this study, it is aimed to estimate this 

parametric value by using an artificial neural network (ANN) method which is applied in 
many fields. And then in this study, a prediction model was constructed by using the back-

propagation method which is a suitable propagation method in the ANN method and results 

are obtained from the MATLAB program. The resulting risk-pressure factor (RPF) value 

can be used as a parameter in the proposed mathematical model. As a result of the study, 
the missing parameter of the mathematical model will be found in the estimation of a 

parameter belonging to the proposed mathematical model. 
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1. Introduction 

There are many definitions of the disaster such as shortly a catastrophic event that is interrupted human daily life 

suddenly. Disasters can be divided into two main groups, one of them is caused by natural sources, other is caused 

by manmade. The former disaster is divided into five subgroups in which they include biological, geophysical, 

hydrological and meteorological sources. These five groups have more than thirty sub-group according to types [1,2]. 

Although technological or manmade origin disaster has a severe effect, people are affected by natural disaster much 

more. In 2017, 318 natural disasters have a great impact on human life among 122 countries over the World. This 

survey indicated that 9503 deaths, 96 million people were affected, and then approximately $314 billion USD total 

economic losses in resulting [3]. It seems that disasters influence human daily life strongly. If a country has a big 

territorial area including high disaster risk, the effect of the disaster is higher than the other countries [4]. Forecasting 

is a method to predict from past values to future value. It is applying in many of area for estimation short or long-

term period. Especially prediction for disaster is hard work and includes stochastic process. The forecasting of the 

medical demand in a disaster is one of the major survey areas in the engineering problem. 
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In this study, we propose a model including risk pressure factor and forecast the Search and Rescue (SAR) team 

location and layout mathematical model with the artificial neural network (ANN) method. The aim of this study 

predicts the risk pressure factor by means of ANN methods. The proposal mathematical model locates the SAR 

station in exact time window with planning long term period. 

 

2. Literature Review 

ANN method can be classified into four main groups such as time-series, simulation, qualitative and cause-effect 

methods. ANN has many advantages consider to other forecasting methods. Developing better forecasting 

approaches to reduce or eliminate computation time and its total cost. The Prediction models are based on historical 

data acquired by a user, and these data are computed by statistical methods [5]. For instance, some of the research 

concerned with the prediction of using water budget [6], air pollution data prediction [7], emergency event prediction 

[8,9], and rainfall trends [10], wind speed behaviour [11–14], financial models and prediction [15]. The other 

approach of this survey is classified as strategic location and layout problems as static or deterministic location 

problems, dynamic location layout problems or location problems under uncertainty [16]. Emergency service, 

medical plant, and ambulance service point location and layout problem are surveyed by many authors [17–24]. 

While some surveys cover only location layout, the other relatives from these research area such as disaster [25–27]. 

Some studies are impressed by the medical failure of patients in a disaster such as acute renal failure [28]. Many of 

these medical surveys are showed that children are more vulnerable than an adult person when disaster strikes [26]. 

In respect to clinical and field research in paediatrics, some research provides that people have to more care about 

their children in any catastrophic situation [29,30].  

People in disaster are waiting for help in order to recover them by emergency relief services, public services or 

local volunteers [31–37]. Search and rescue teams are working hard in the disaster area. Some of the working activity 

are the rescue, relief and medical support [38–42].  

 

2.1. Neural Network Models 

Neural Network model is a prediction model using historical data. This model pretends to human neural systems 

to predict for information. There are numerous examples implement in many areas for prediction of demand, image 

processing, route problem, financial data, and health science, treat the illness and face recognition etc.  In general, 

ANNs are used short or long term forecast in many research areas. ANN can solve linear or non-linear mathematical 

model that name is Np-hard. While the method is solving the Np-hard problem, it behaves such as a biological system. 

The method can predict an earthquake to estimate potential losses or injuries in earthquake disasters [43], surveyed 

meteorological effect [44], flood warning system [45,46].  

Neural network systems are using GIS (Geographical Information Systems) to mitigation disaster lost and recover 

survivor [47]. The other implementation area of the ANN is unmanned car driving to conduct the vehicle out of 

drivers [48]. Early warning system includes a sensor to get information concern disaster is very useful to protect 

urban live in city, town or metropolitan area. The system spread wide area to obtain information before occurring 

disaster or catastrophe. Obtaining the data from sensor evaluate by decision maker which is a decision support system 

(DSS) or disaster managers (DM) [49–53]. In the last few decades, much research has been carried out on the artificial 

intelligence methods to forecast earthquake parameters [54–56], water and energy demand level [57–61]. Financial 

decision-making problem is a hard problem to solve such as stock market [62]. A paper was a survey on the 

application of neural networks in forecasting stock market prices two decades before [63]. Determining the stock 

market prices is a very hard problem to predict since the market prices trends are chaotic. ANN approach is suitable 

for prediction of the stock market prices along with technical analysis, regression and fundamental analysis.  

Not only prediction of the stock market prices using ANN, but also there are many comparisons of techniques to 

predict it such as ARIMA-based NN, Amnestic NN, Modular NN, Branched (single-multi) NN. ANN method using 

financial systems can predict price trends for stock market brokers or their clients. This method, though, could not 

forecast correct price trends, many brokers or their clients can use it. The other research area for ANN is natural 

language processing NLP [64]. NLP researchers investigate a language from text to audio or vice-versa. In a survey, 

ANN has been investigated between 1988 to 1995 and obtained these result, the most frequent areas of Neural 

Network applications are production/operations (53.5%) and finance (25.4%) [65]. In the last decades, most of the 

survey is focused on machine learning, image processing, NLP, healthcare problems, disaster management, 

operations management as well [66]. Not only limited to these researches are for ANN, but also we can meet new 

research area such as space station logistics problem, healthcare, and drug modelling, the mission of Mars. 
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2.2. Disaster Management and Rescue Review 

Disaster management is a planning period of management which includes four phases’ preparedness, mitigation, 

response and recovery. The first two parts of the phases are risk management, the last two parts of these phases are 

crisis management. Risk management phase surveys are more focus on catastrophic event risks [67–69]. Some of the 

researchers are interested in the prediction of the earthquake [41], what time destructive take place it [72], early 

warning system for earthquake parameter [73]. Logistics is a more important activity in disaster such as medical or 

non-medical supply management [50,74], logistics management in catastrophic situations [75].  

Disaster rescue and relief period are in crisis period which is very crucial activity. This period includes recovering 

the survivors from the disaster area [76,77]. Search and rescue teams work together appropriate recover plan [78]. 

ANN feed-forward method and time series analysis compare classical methods[79]. Most of the destructive natural 

disasters are flood and land sliding. In a survey is investigated ANN-based predictive method for flood problem using 

the data from 1949 to 1994, in China[80]. It is known that the behaviour of the flood data obtained from nature is 

dynamic and non-linear [81]. ANN was used to devise a prediction algorithm to predict floods in this research. The 

data was collected by IoT (Internet of Things) to monitor floods with the aim of enhancing the scalability and 

reliability of flood management system. Another approach in disaster prediction using ANN methods is seismic 

motion ground forecasting as an earthquake. One of the most famous seismic research is Probabilistic Neural 

Network (PNN) predicting seismic trends [82].  

A tsunami occurs in deep of the oceans when the floor of the ocean ruptured, but their destructive impacts strike 

for the shore of the ground. In such cases, when a tsunami takes place in the deep of the ocean people have to be 

warned early. The methods for prediction of a tsunami is useful to avoid their impact [83]. Research showed that 

trained data comprised spatial values of maximum tsunami heights and tsunami arrival times to shore, computed with 

process-based TUNAMI-N2-NUS model for the most probable ocean floor slides scenarios. In conclusion of this 

research, before the impact of the tsunami to shore, people could warn to reduce the disaster effect.  

 

2.3. Literature Discussion 

There are some researches in ANN and Disaster Management literature. Many of them solve a specific problem 

such as location layout emergency station, logistic problem, vehicle routing, health treatment, finger print recognition 

and so on. It is expecting from this research close the gap between theoretical perspective as mathematical model and 

practical application. 

In the research, it was preferred ANN method to predict RPF calculating. Although there is much research in the 

literature about prediction, in these researches, are using statistical methods, in general. Statistical methods use 

historical data, but the method is static according to ANN. Earthquake data is changing continuously over the time 

horizon. It is understanding from literature, choosing ANN is the best prediction method to calculate RPF. 

 

3. Method and Proposal Model 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a model that it behaves as human neural systems to predict some estimating 

number. In general, ANN can be described by authors as “Neural Networks are (the mathematical model represented 

by) a collection of simple computational units interlinked by a system of connections” [84]. The aim of ANN is to 

build a system which computes, learns and remembers in the same is as a human. ANN method can use the various 

area for instance computer science, robotics, and health science. Thanks to ANN describing the human face is very 

easy to identify, and also fingerprint can be done. Additionally, some health treatment can be more easily categorize 

with ANN. Also, we can use ANN to predict methods applying for the number of the patient to the hospital or a 

number of customers. 

Basic ANN which is known as a perceptron is consist of three main parts, first is the input section, second is the 

cell section and last is the output section. The first basic part of the ANN is a section which enters the data for 

evaluation and its process. This part is an input section which is called a dendrite in the human neural system. The 

second part of ANN is a place where includes calculating function which means a cell in the human neural system. 

The last part of the ANN is an output section in which is getting the results from activation function. This section is 

called axon is supporting connection among perceptron. Basic perceptron construction depicted in Figure 1 as one 

layer.  
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Figure 1. Basic perceptron construction 

In perceptron, each of input as an xi is multiplying by weight wi and add cumulatively all of the calculated values. 

Calculated values some case require add bias to correct fluctuations or data vibrations as in formula (1).  According 

to this formula calculates each perceptron for output f(x).  

𝑓(𝑥) =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑖 ∈𝐼

𝑤𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠                                                                                                                                                               (1) 

As mentioned earlier an ANN consist of many perceptrons, input layer, hidden layer and output layer. All of these 

layers connect between from one perceptron to other perceptrons with various arcs that have their own weight.   
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Figure 2. Three-layer ANN model 

Data enters the system by means of perceptron in the input layer, and then it processes at the same time other 

perceptrons together and at the end of the process. ANN discovers the system output. After discovering the system, 

ANN builds the system map to calculate test data. Obtaining the results from output should run the testing data for 

cross-check. If the ANN system results level is well enough, the system is suitable to run other data. In literature, 

data segmentation percentage varies system to system to train, test and run. In this survey training the data percentage 

accepted 70%, test percentage 15% and remaining data run.  

SAR teams are a group of well-trained staff who is qualified for disaster relief. They are different from medical 

staff who is a doctor, nurse, and emergency medical technician. All of these personal can relief, recover and 

emergency response occurring disaster t0 on timeline Figure 3. Recover activity is most important when the disaster 

occurs, t0, first 72 hours. Life level is continuously stable until the disaster occurs, this period is between t-1 and t0. 

When any disaster strikes suddenly, the catastrophe takes place human life. 
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Figure 3. Striking on timeline 

After the disaster, t0 point starts the critical hours to recover the survivors. It is crucial hours between striking the 

disaster and 72 hours, t0 and t1 respectively since survivors live alive only first 72 hours. Because of this point, search 

and rescue planning should be well organized first 72 hours. 

Mathematical models can explain natural event with number and mnemonics such as disaster, meteorological 

events, earth relief etc. Operation researchers develop and solve these mathematical models using the solution 

method. ANN can help some prediction to solve their problems. In this survey, the first stage, the mathematical model 

proposed for the problem, and then, demand proportions of the risk pressure factor predicted by ANN methods. 

Classical forecasting methods can not suitable to predict wanting the information such as RPF because of lack of 

data, misuse or uncorrected entering. Classical methods as a statistical method may not tide cope with solving forecast 

case. In this case, the prediction of natural phenomena can use self-learning methods. In this research, In order to 

estimate the RPF has been proposed the ANN method to guess more accurate it. After then, MATLAB computer 

programming has been selected to solve the ANN problem.   

MATLAB is a computer tool that is using to solve matrix and complex mathematical problems. MATLAB is the 

acronym for Matrix Laboratory. Not only have these kinds of problem, but it also used several the other research 

areas such as image processing, face recognition, analysis of deep learning data. Nftool is a tool for Neural Network 

Fitting tools that lead the problem to solve with a two-layer feed-forward network. In this study, the designed network 

learned by Levenberg-Marquardt methods. Levenberg-Marquardt method is more suitable for this type of networks 

[85].  Planned experiment ANN will be run 10, 25 and 50 neurons algorithm time complexity to reduce to O(n(3)) 

for three parameters [86]. Planning experiment ANN that has two-layered network will be run 10, 25 and 50 neurons. 

Algorithm for learning was firstly selected Levenberg-Marquardt. This network learning algorithm is going to 

compare Dynamic Time Series Analysis (DTSA), Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG), and Bayesian Regulation (BR).  

The data that is tested for the problem was obtained By Boun Koeri Regional Earthquake-Tsunami Monitoring 

Center real-time monitoring system as a text format. Data are converted by MATLAB toolbox to prepare using the 

model. Selected data only covers a limited regional earthquake area because of data robust. Selected data are the date, 

time, magnitude and depth as an input for the ANN model. The number of data consists of approximately 2000 rows 

and six columns matrix and, a total number of samples size is 1400, validation size is 300 and the testing size is 300. 

The data separation percentage is the first part of the data is for learning 70% percent, the second part of the data for 

validation is for 15% percent, and the third part of the data 15% percent is for tests, respectively. These segmentation 

proportion has been proposed by the MATLAB computer program automatically. It is not the necessary different 

number of hidden neuron in research level since this research can accept two hidden layers [87]. 

 

3.1. Mathematical Model  

The mathematical model explains the problem with numbers using some scientific approach to get the best results. 

The science is called Operations Research (OR). OR solves mathematical model the aim of the optimize to giving 

under the constraints [88]. Proposal mathematical model is originated and evaluated by a survey except for 

mathematical model constraints. If we know a potentially lost proportion i, we can calculate the affected people. 

Estimated affected TPi people who are survivors in disaster area calculates in formula (2), population number Pi 

multiply by the proportion of the losses i according to each i.th disaster area. 

http://www.koeri.boun.edu.tr/sismo/2/en/
http://www.koeri.boun.edu.tr/sismo/2/en/
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iii PTP =                (2) 

According to the existing budget Bt size in the planning horizon of the SAR teams to be opened with the risk 

pressure factor, rj , of risk, SAR teams will be able to open the spaces of the units as early as possible without an 

earthquake. Risk pressure factor (RPF) rj is in the first locution of the objective function as a multiplication term. 

Shortly risk pressure factor rj each of disaster area as an equation shows on formula (3).     

t

irxf )1()( +=             (3) 

We consider the formula (2), we can depict the slope on timeline t shows in Figure 2. Time t goes on timeline 

forward, the proportion of the RPF ri increase accordance formula (3). In other words, planning horizon t goes to 

forward, RPF climbs up and it is more impact on the objective function. This is expecting a situation for real life 

because time goes on the impact of disaster expectation is up.   
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Figure 4. Risk pressure factor slope 

In the mathematical model of the objective function, we can write risk pressure factor rj, RPF, in a single term in 

the first locution, formula (4).  
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    (4) 

Objective function formula (4) can be explained in three parts, the former part of the formula computes primary 

coverage for SAR team, the latter part of the formula computes second coverage for SAR team and each t. period 

add budget penalty values. In this formula (4), the location of RPF is more influence on objective function weight. 

The first part of the formula computes the first covering SAR team where are they locate. The first part of the formula 

is influenced by different from the second part of the formula. The same way, the second part of the formula is 

influenced differently from the first part of the RPF formula. To Calculate of the RPF, MATLAB computer 

programming is used with ANN toolbox. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the consequences of the survey determined scenarios to get the best prediction results. 

It should not forget that this survey is only estimating the RFP level. Although there is no information what the 

number of neurons was, we determined to run three scenarios for neurons. When minimum the number of neurons 

enter the designed system the overfitting problem taking place. [89]. In conclusion, this, overfitting problem 

(memorizing) however can also be a consequence of wrong parameter utilization, that is, additionally, of the out of 

order designed the model. Because of this, we have to propose well enough the number of parameters and entering 

it. Studies have shown that in general 50 neurons are sufficient to estimate for a financial value [90]. The experiment 
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has run for three scenarios 10, 25, and 50 hidden layered neurons and four algorithms. The data that was obtained 

from Boun Koeri was entered to the designed system by means of the graphical user interface. Neural fitting tool 

GUI runs nftool as input data to evaluate. In the next step of this phase, if the user wants to codes from network tools, 

they should sign the check boxes. The last screen gives information in concern with the network to save the 

workspace. Results get from next step running the nftools under some scenarios. In this research, it was tried to three 

scenarios for getting the best results with MATLAB nftools. The designed the ANN model that is scenarios number 

of neurons 10, 25, 50 shows in Figure 5. Looking at the picture, it gives some idea that what works neurons to the 

ANN model.     

Scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation is a network training function that updates weight and bias values 

according to the scaled conjugate gradient method. Some authors have tried to 20 hidden neurons to the estimation 

of minimizing network numbers [91].  

 

Figure 5. Sample 25 neurons ANN MATLAB model 

Dynamic time series analysis (DTSA) is the best result according to test data. Test algorithm LM, BR and, SCG 

is not acceptable results in curve setting model because of overfitting. The activation function of ANN in a hidden 

layer has chosen as a sigmoid since it has well clarified in the experiment. 

Table 1. The results number of neurons 10 

Test Algorithm Samples MSE R R2 

Levenberg-Marquart (LM) 1400 7.3247E-13 9.9999E-10 9.9998E-9 

Bayesian Regulation (BR) 1400 5.3042E-0 9.9999E-0 9.99998 

Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) 1400 1.8871E-3 9.99751E-1 9.995 

DTSA 1400 3.1631 3.2828E-1 1.077 

The best result acquired from DTSA among algorithm, showing Figure 1. The other algorithms are memorizing 

or overfitting the value when the program is running with this data set. To avoid the overfitting, test algorithm was 

changed L-M, BR, SCG, and DTSA respectively. 

Table 2. The results number of neurons 25 

Test Algorithm Samples MSE R R2 

Levenberg-Marquart (LM) 1400 3.69488E-10 9.9999E-1 9.9998 

Bayesian Regulation (BR) 1400 7.174E-9 9.9999E-1 9.9998 

Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) 1400 4.1085E-3 9.94401E-1 9.9888 

DTSA 1400 7.1062 3.7402 3.2465 

Considering 25 neurons, all three algorithms LM, BR and SCG results are memorized (overfitting) by the 

algorithm and the results are worst in this model.  

Table 3. The results number of neurons 50 

Test Algorithm Samples MSE R R2 

Levenberg-Marquart (LM) 1400 2.5130E-10 9.9999E-1 9.9998 

Bayesian Regulation (BR) 1400 1.8509E-9 9.9999E-1 9.9998 

Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) 1400 5.07235E-2 9. 1175E-1 8.31288 

DTSA 1400 7.1062 3.7402 3.2465 
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Among the three scenarios, the best result obtained DTSA algorithm seeming in Table 1. The neuron numbers 

which are 25 and 50 gives the worst r-value because of memorizing. Memorizing is not preference result for ANN 

models. All of the training models are stated by MATLAB nftool toolbox. Acquiring result errors show around near-

zero error in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 6. Plot error histogram 

Figure 6 is shown ANN error results on the histogram. This histogram is depicted result of DTSA method ANN 

algorithm. As you can see Figure 6, errors have much more spread around zero error value. 

 

Figure 7. ANN regression plot R-values 
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Figure 7 shows R-value of training, validation and test data. The best results that are seen in Figure 7, among 10, 

25 and 50 neurons are 10 neuron design. After determining the design in ANN, that is the question which Algorithms 

better than the other algorithm according to performance. All of the analysis results show that 10 neuron systems are 

the best R result considering training, validation, and test.  DTSA algorithm response for 10 neurons is more efficient 

than another number of neurons. Response result errors are strongly explained by ANN model is well illustrated in 

Figure 7.  

 

Figure 8. Plot autocorrelation 

Figure 8 shows that autocorrelation is not in the DTSA method. Although many of the results are in confidence 

interval limits, some of few results are not in that limit.  

In this survey, it is investigated as a risk pressure factor in a mathematical model that solves the SAR location 

layout problem. ANN and prediction of risk pressure factor in the mathematical model are explained in this study 

and shown which ANN algorithm is the best. In the first part of this study, risk pressure factor implemented a 

mathematical model that was inspected by the author and then it inspected by ANN algorithm methods how was 

affected on the model to predict. In conclusion of this study, results of ANN algorithms are compared and showed 

ANN algorithm is efficient prediction methods for risk pressure factor. The number of neurons which gives the best 

results is 10 neurons. For future directions, obtaining results in this study can try many mathematical model 

approaches to predicting risk pressure factor and their coefficient.  
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